Be a key member of an agile team providing your support across 3 key functions:
1. Digital Marketing
2. Business Development
3. Operations

Example activities include:
- Marketing content creation and execution on digital channels
- Managing a system for communication / outreach to network
- Sales lead generation and lead development activities
- Relationship development of business contacts and partner organisations
- Working directly with founding team
- Operational support

As is the way with start-up life – other activities and responsibilities will likely evolve as we are progressing every week, but these will be the core areas of activity.

**What We Are Looking For**
- A self-starter with a strong sense of responsibility. We believe in remote working and flexible hours as long as stuff is done
- A creative, entrepreneurial thinker
- Flexibility; start up life is unpredictable so we want someone who rolls with it
- Prior experience in startups is a bonus

**Location:** London (remote)
**Start date:** Spring 2020

**About Turing Talent**
Turing Talent is the creator behind the World’s first leadership development programme specifically for technical people. It was founded by alumni of Cambridge and Oxford Universities. Its team is made up of former CEOs, CTOs, tech leaders and world-renowned professors in the field of Computer Science.

Our vision is to create the next generation of diverse technical leaders, and that vision starts with you. We encourage all to apply regardless of background.

Please send your application documents via email to apply@turingtalent.io